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KL UNIVERSITY 
DEPARTMENT OF COMPUTER SCIENCE & ENGINEERING 

 

FOCUS REPORT (2009-10) SEMISTER I  

 

Session: 1  

Date : 28-08-09  

Time : 3:20pm to 4:30pm  

Venue : C008 
 

All the members of the FOCUS have assembled for the first time in this academic 
year 2002-03 with single point agenda. “To elect the Executive body members”. 
The following students are elected unanimously for various posts. 

FOCUS  IN - CHARGES :  SARADA SOWJANYA.C 

     Y.A.SIVA PRASAD 

  

President           : S. Pratyush Kumar 
(Y6CS260) 

 

Vice - President  : P.S.N.V.Chaitanya (Y7CS 219) 

 

Secretary          : K. Anusha (Y7CS 208) 

 

Joint Secretary  : P.Sri Hyma (Y8CS 297) 

 

Technical  

News :  

1.Ch.Prudhvi kumar    - Y7CS 274 

2.K.Bharath     - L8CS 332 

3.L.Dhanunjaya Rao    - Y7CS 223 
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4.Wasim Akram Khan   - Y7CS 320 

5.P.Suresh     - Y7CS 304 

 

Seminar :  

1.B.Jogendar     - Y7CS 234 

2.G.Vishnu Prasanna    - Y7CS 319 

3.G.Nirujan     - Y7CS 259 

4.B.S.L.Gopala Krishna   - Y7CS 228 

5.U.Kalyan     - Y7CS 236 

 

 

Quiz :  

1.Abdul Khaliq Shaik    - Y7CS 201 

2.G.Manoj     - Y7CS 249 

3.T.Sriram Kumar    - Y7CS 295 

4.P.V.N.L.Saroja    - Y7CS 290 

5.M.Saranya     - Y7CS 289 

 

Group Discussion :  

1.M.Naga Harshini    - Y7CS 231 

2.N.Joseph Sundeep    - Y7CS 235   

3. P.B.V.Ramana    - Y7CS 278 

4.G.Harika     - Y7CS 230 

5.T.Prathyusha    - Y7CS 271 

Cultural 

Group-A 

1.V.Sai Ram Subhash Chandra  - Y7CS 285 

2.V.Mahesh Ramaswamy   - Y7CS 245 
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3.Ch.Pravallika    - Y7CS 273 

4.M.Sindhu     - Y7CS 293 

5.M.S.V.Ratna Bindu    - Y7CS 279 

Group-B 

1L.R.K.Rinkesh    - Y7CS 280  

2.K.Navya Sidhardha    - Y7CS 256 

3.N.Mahesh     - Y7CS 244 

4.N.Vinodh     - Y7CS 318 

5.J.Archana Ratnam    - Y7CS 211 

Treasurers   

 

1.P.Mani Kumar    - Y7CS 247 

2.J.Mounisha     - Y7CS 251 

3.V.Vikas     - Y7CS 315 

4.G.Dakshayani    - Y7CS 220  

5.P.Sai Chaitanya     - Y7CS 284 

 

Refreshments and  Decoration 

 

1.S.Dileep Reddy    - Y7CS 225 

2.K.M.Gireesh Kumar   - Y7CS 227 

3.V.Phani Bhushan Reddy   - Y7CS 266 

4.K.Srikanth     - Y7CS 297 

5.P.Arun Paul     - Y7CS 212 

6.K.V.S.Dileep Kumar    - Y7CS 224 

7.P.Naga Jyothi    - Y7CS 254 
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Session : 2  

Date : 28.08.2009  

Time : 03:20pm to 5:00pm  

Venue : New Seminar Hall  



 The session started with a prayer song by M S V Ratna Bindu(y7cs279)  

 
 Dr G Rama Krishna, Head CSE Division asked the students to take up 

social, cultural activities also along with academic activities by 

participating in the focus activity 

 

 Had speeches by president, vice-president, secretary and joint secretary 

 

 Later every body like technical, cultural, treasurer and refreshments have 

introduced themselves to the juniors 

 Then we had a song by J.Archana Ratnam(y7cs211) 

 

 Then there was a spectacular dance performance by Subash and Mahesh 

(y7cs285 and y7cs244) 

 

 

 The session was concluded with the national Anthem 
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Session: 3 

Date : 11-09-2009  

Time : 2:30pm to 5:00pm  

Venue : New Seminar Hall 
 

Taking over the responsibility bestowed upon us by our seniors ,setting an 
example for our juniors  we gave the 2nd yrs a grand welcome to our 
department,in the presence of  the entire c.s.e department. 

 

 The session started with a prayer song  by A.Sadhana and  

P.Saroja.(y7cs282 and y7cs290) 

 Followed by the prayer song was  a video  of our beloved  late C.M Dr.Y.S 

Rajashekar Reddy,and  a two minute silence for his soul to rest in peace. 

 Prof.M.S.R Prasad,Head of the C.S.E department  addressed the juniors 

and gave a valuable speech  regarding the importance of  extra curricular 

activities. 

 We had a series of cultural programs and junior interaction programs. 

 That  was a Rocking performance  by the  3rd  yr  girls(Sec A) cheering up 

the gathering. 

 Following it was an attempt made by us to bring out the heroism  hidden 

in the juniors.An interactive program lead by Vinod (y7cs318) and 

Phaneendra(Y7cs264). 

 Next to it was  a hearty performance ,a Skit by 3rd yrs(SEC-B)  named                           

“THE TIRASKAR AWARDS”,that left the crowd and the crew a wonderful 

experience. 

 Next  was a junior interaction game  called “THE WHEAT GAME”  that 

made juniors have fun on the focus stage. 

 Then we had a spectacular dance performance by 4th yrs. 
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 Diverting from the mood of such a rocking performance we had a junior 

interaction activity named “BASKET BALL”  conducted by 

Harshini(y7cs231) and Babitha(y7cs213). 

 Next we had another dance performance by Rajenish(y6cs   

),kharthik(y6cs   )and subhash(y7cs     ). 

 Going back to the days where we started the journey of our learning,we 

wanted to test the  memory power ,we had a junior interaction activity “ 

GO BACK TO RHYMES”  CONDUCTED BY J.G.MOUNIKA(Y7CS250) 

  Testing  how quick and smart the juniors are,we had another junior 

interaction activity called “THE TOUNGE TWISTERS” conducted by 

P.Saroja(y7cs290). 

 As the last  interaction activity  activity we had  a quiz  organized by 

Abhishek(y7cs202) and Phanibhushan(y7cs266). 

  The session was concluded by National Anthem. 
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Session: 4 

Date : 07-04-2010  

Time : 2:30pm to 5:00pm  

Venue : New Seminar Hall 
 

We know well that it is not easy to forget all our seniors but with sunken hearts 
we bid farewell 

 

 The session started with a prayer song  by A.Sadhana and  

P.Saroja.(y7cs282 and y7cs290) 

 Prof.G.Rama Krishna, Head of the C.S.E department addressed the seniors 

and gave a valuable speech regarding their future. 

 A splendid group dance by 3rd yr section B students 

 We had presented a gift as a token of memory to all our seniors by calling 

each one separately on to the dais by displaying their profile on 

background. 

 There was a Rocking performance by the 3rd yr girls (Sec A) cheering up 

the gathering. 

 Some of our seniors have shared their feelings regarding their college life. 

 Then we had a spectacular dance performance by V.Subash. 

 There was a skit on the college life from first to four years of their 

engineering. 

 The session was concluded by National Anthem. 

 


